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Summary

Whereas orthodox game theory relies on the unrealistic assumption of (commonly
known) perfect rationality, the participants in game-playing experiments are, at best,
rational only within limits. This makes it necessary to supplement orthodox game theory
with a behavioral theory of game playing. This contribution first points out that this
applies also to (one person-) decision theory. After reviewing influential experiments
based on repeated games and the ultimatum game, typical reactions to the striking
experimental results are categorized. Further sections are devoted to alternating offer
bargaining and to characteristic function experiments.
1. Introduction

Orthodox game theory relies on what is commonly understood as “perfect decision
rationality,” or unlimited cognitive and information processing capabilities on the part
of the players. Even for finite games of perfect information like chess, however, it is
obvious that these requirements lie far beyond what human decision makers can
accomplish.
Another problem in applying orthodox game theory is that it assumes the existence of
individual cardinal utilities and subjective beliefs that can hardly ever be observed
clearly, assuming that they exist at all. Of course, one may specify utilities in terms of
material payoffs such as profits (which can often be seen and measured), and beliefs
using objective probability whenever possible, but then the predictions of game theory
are often not confirmed by experimental observations.
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At the beginning of the twenty-first century we can look back at half a century of
experimental game theory. We have tried to implement game theoretical models as
(laboratory) experiments, to test orthodox game theory (assuming its applicability, for
example, by specifying utilities as material payoffs and beliefs by appropriately
designed chance moves), and to supplement orthodox game theory using behavioral
concepts, since narrowly defined orthodox game theory often produces misleading
results.
In what follows we begin by discussing decision-theoretical experiments. Regarding
games involving interpersonal strategic interaction, we reverse the natural chronological
order somewhat by first reporting on experiments based on non-cooperative games.
Experimental game theory, similar to orthodox game theory, was initially dominated by
cooperative game experiments (see TU Games).
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2. One-Person Decision Making

Testing rationality experimentally in one-person games mainly involves testing (the
axioms of) utility theory. There is probably no need to prove that human players will be
unable to solve optimization tasks involving complex combinatory factors unaided.
While people clearly differ in their capabilities, it is a fact of human existence that even
the most capable among us may encounter optimization problems which they cannot
solve when faced with finite sets of alternative choices. Let us therefore discuss three
choice problems whose degree of difficulty differs greatly: dynamic optimization, risky
choices, and dominance solvability in one-person games.

Figure 1. A simple dynamic one-person game

The simple dynamic one-person game in Figure 1 has an obvious solution (l1, R1, L1). It
shows that any discussion of whether “rationality” can be assumed at all decision nodes
cannot be restricted to interpersonal strategic interaction. If player 1 has to choose
between L1 and R1, an optimal choice R1 anticipates his/her own future rationality by
preferring L1 over R1. However, the fact that one must choose between L1 and R1 seems
in itself to cast doubt on the player’s rationality. A rational player 1 would choose l1
(yielding the payoff of 3), and thus would never actually face the choice between L1 and
R1.
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In more complex dynamic games, initial suboptimal choices are the rule rather than the
exception. Such problems are more thoroughly studied in experimental (and cognitive)
psychology. In experimental game theory (and economics) one tests the quantitative, or
at least the qualitative, aspects of rational behavior, using models of inter-temporal
allocation behavior such as models of rational addiction or the so-called “life-cyclesaving” models. Even the data generated by experienced participants clearly reveals that
players, if they behave at all systematically, rely on heuristics rather than backward
induction (dynamic programming).
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Most decision theory experiments by experimental game theorists focus on (axioms of)
cardinal utilities where the experimental procedures vary widely: for example, from
pure questionnaires without monetary incentives to those where non-optimality leads to
substantial losses. To some extent, it may be argued that deviations from optimal
behavior should only be taken seriously when they imply substantial losses (saliency).
Although the theory of rational decision making does not offer any guidance here, the
saliency requirement can be justified by the (uncontrolled and small) costs of optimizing
(for example) the utility loss of deriving an optimal alternative. In most cases, a
participant is asked repeatedly to choose between two simple lotteries of the form
L = P w , P 1 − w with 0 ≤ P < P and 0 < w < 1 where sometimes the monetary prizes

(

)

P and P resulting with probability w , respectively 1 − w , are substituted by lotteries.
Comparing all these choices usually reveals that certain axioms of expected utility
maximization are violated.

Explaining some apparent paradoxes with reference to individual attitudes to risk can be
excluded experimentally by applying the binary lottery technique. (Describing
experimental results as “paradoxical” only shows how naive one’s expectations have
been!) Using this method, the payoff of a participant is the probability 1 − w of winning
times the utility u P of the high prize P plus w times u ( P ) , the utility of the low

( )

prize P resulting with complementary probability w . By setting u ( P ) = 0 and

( )

u P = 1 the utility u ( L ) = 1 − w results: in other words, utility depends linearly on the

experimental payoff variable 1 − w (implying risk neutrality). Thus specifying game
payoffs by 1 − w values makes every player risk-neutral. To justify this, all players need
only prefer more P over less ( P ) money, with all obeying the laws of probability

( )

calculus (in the event of multiple chance moves).

When trying to observe experimentally how a lottery L is evaluated, one may rely on
mechanisms rendering the truthful revelation of preferences as optimal: for example, in
the sense that truthful revelation is the only undominated value statement. Let [ a, b ] ⊂
IR be an interval with a < b and ϕ ( ⋅) a density over IR with ϕ ( p ) = 0 for all p ∉ [ a, b ]
and ∞ > ϕ ( p ) > 0 for all p ∈ [ a, b ] . According to the random price mechanism the
price p, which one can receive or must pay, is randomly determined according to ϕ ( ⋅) .
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b

For a potential seller the expected profit is

∫ ( p − v ) dϕ ( p ) and for a potential buyer
l

l

∫ ( v − p ) dϕ ( p ) ,

where v with a < v < b is the value for the commodity under

a

consideration.
The only decision variable affecting a potential seller (whose willingness to accept one
wishes to respect) or buyer (in whose willingness to pay one is interested) is thus the
price limit l, meaning that one only sells at prices p ≥ l and buys at prices p ≤ l
respectively. Clearly, l = v is the only undominated price limit. Specifically, the
optimal decision l = v does not depend on a, b, and ϕ ( ⋅) as long as a < v < b and the
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qualitative requirements for ϕ ( ⋅) are satisfied. Nevertheless, experimentally observed

choices l react to changes of a, b, and ϕ ( ⋅) . Since dominant choices do not depend on
risk attitudes, given true values v seems more a normative concept than a fact of life.
Human decision makers do not exercise fully-informed preferences. Instead they must
generate their preferences by cognitive appraisal of their decision environment,
imagining how choices may affect their basic concerns, and so on. In the context of
such a dynamic process, aspects which are strategically irrelevant may nevertheless
become influential.
The consequences of all this are that the normative concept of incentive compatibility
may have little behavioral relevance or reliability. More generally, optimal mechanisms
may perform relatively poorly. An institution that works best when all parties act
rationally can itself induce non-rational behavior, and bad results then follow. One may
wish to compare alternative mechanisms after replacing rational agents with more
realistic ones, whose motivations may be context-dependent. This illustrates why
orthodox (game) theory has to be supplemented by a behavioral theory of decision
making, whose formalization could be based on the (stylized) results of decision making
experiments (see Mechanism Theory).

-
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